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COMPANY INFORMATION

Entrepreneur Business Name: Technsystems Solutions BD Limited

Business Type: Limited

Trade license Category:  IT, CONSULTANCY, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT.

Trade license number: 11061052

TIN: 585345787928,

Hotline: +88 01319-344-800 

E-mail: info@technsystems.com

website: www.technsystems.com

Address:

Panthapath Office: 
Hourse 69/M, 1st floor, Panthapath Dhaka-1205. 

Badda Office:
Rahman Mansion (6th Floor), 136/GA Pragati Saroni,
North Badda, Dhaka -1212
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UNIQUE FEATURES 

Sophisticated Well-equipped lab Centrally

Air- conditioner Environment

Central Monitoring System (CCTV)

Open in-house Lab Practice Facilities

Authorized IPD Registration Point

Special discount.

Full-time Power Supply and Standby

IPS, Generator

Safe Water Drinking Facilities

Modern Multi-media Film Projection
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ALL PROFESSIONAL COURSES

Printing Design Solutions

UI Design Solutions

Basic to Advanced Video Editing

Mastering Adobe Animate

Interior Design

Apps Development

Architectural Design

Architectural Graphic Design

Print on Demand

Motion Graphics

IELTS 

Spoken English

Advance Excel

Corporate Canva Course

Core Java

Mastering Adobe Photoshop

Animation & Multimedia

Mastering MS Office   Application

Publishing Applications

User Interface Modeling

Mastering Raster to Vector

3D Modeling

Autodesk Maya

Autodesk 2D/3D

Autodesk S Max

Adobe Animate

Mastering PHP a-Z

Diploma in Graphics Design & 

Multimedia 

Print & Polishing - Adobe InDesign

Web Development

Website Design

Video Editing for Beginners

UI /UX - Step by Step

Social Media kits Design 

Responsive Web Design
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Total Office Space 2200 SFT. (Badda Branch) & 

Panthapath branch 1480 SFT.

Computer-based Class Room 
  * Campus 01 -  03.  * Campus 2- 02

Classroom Capacity of 20 persons. 

Fully Air-conditioned. 

Course-wise Computer Hardware, software facilities

Multimedia projector, White Board, 

Study materials Handbook, Magazines,

High-speed internet connection,

Separate Washroom Male and female.

Health care facility.

Standby Generator facility.

Drinking-Water Facility Available

The kitchen is available.

Fast aid facilities.  
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ACTIVITIES  
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BTEB- ACTIVITIES  
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INTRODUCTION
"Our Style To Tech & Systems, it's not just work - we take pride in the solutions we deliver. We encourage 

each other to achieve excellence in all endeavors and aren't satisfied until projects meet our own personal 

high standards. Our Boldness We are a team of down-to-earth designers and developers who are not 

interested in making a quick buck. we stand by our stated Code of Ethics. Our Unique Aptitudes Tech & 

Systems build and sell, web-based software components. We have developed a Rapid Application 

Development framework which allows us to rapidly prototype and build web-based applications. We have 

developed and continually improvise our creations."

About  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited

The journey of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited started with the aim to contribute to creating skilled 

human resources in the IT industry of Bangladesh. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited has a vast 

consumer market for its web and software solution in local and international horizons. Currently, 

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing IT services and solutions.

One of the main objectives of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is to create skilled manpower in the 

field of the IT industry,  by providing quality training facilities, to contribute to the development of the IT 

industry in Bangladesh. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited ensures first strong basic knowledge on the 

course. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited believes in providing quality training facilities, which allow 

each trainee to become skilled. 

Our Mission 

Our institutional Mission to become an excellent and quality services provider in the IT training sector in 

Bangladesh. We are committed to developing a strong skilled generation. 

Our institutional purpose;

To provide innovatively and up-to-date IT training services.

To provide quality training. 
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To become a part of making Digital Bangladesh by the Ministry of Information, Communication and 

Technology, by creating skilled and quality  IT experts.

Providing quality and trustworthy services.

We are committed To creating skilled human resources and providing quality training.

Our Goal

Short Term: In the next year, to establish Tech & Systems It Institute concern of Technsystems Solutions 

BD Limited as one of the most trusted IT training institutes in Bangladesh.

Mid Term: In the next three years, we will go for rural skills development focusing on women. 

Long Term: In the next five years, our aim is to enter the job placement platform in Bangladesh. 

At a Glance -  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited  

Currently, Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, working with 7775+ freelancers in the field of graphic 

design, web design & development. We have a strong software & mobile apps developer team.

Products and Services:

E-Commerce Development

Dynamic website development

Mobile application development

Web application development

Social Media Marketing 

Graphics and Image Editing Service

We Work as a Team

The success of each project is determined by routine monitoring of daily internal activities as well as by determining 

the policies and implementing as per those policies are made. Before starting each new project, a committee is 

formed to determine the planning and policies of that project.

The Chief of the project is in charge of the overall responsibility of the main project. Under his efficient supervision, 

the success of the project depends. Each employee involved in the project takes decisions, makes strategies, and 

makes direct participation in the project. The decision of each individual will not be accepted until the final decision 

is made by all participants, the collective decision of all the employees will be the final decision.
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On a weekly and monthly basis, meetings are held at Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, where the progress and 

failure of each project are discussed, decisions made for possible remedies, and needed actions to be taken. The 

purpose of these meetings is to find out the reasons for failure, to take advantage of any new system of action, and 

to implement it quickly.

The staff is responsible to report to the appropriate authority to ensure the gradual improvement of the quality of 

work, which creates accountability among the employees and each gets a clear vision of their responsibilities done, 

capabilities they possess, and deficits in works done, which will contribute to the professionalism of each employee’s 

career growth.

In Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, it is mandatory to give special emphasis on the completion of each project in 

time. Implementation of the plan during the scheduled time is essential for institutional success.

There is huge scope to learn and get trained for the relevant development related to the workers. One of the main 

attractions of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is a cordial brotherhood among the departments and workers, 

which is considered as one of the main reasons for institutional success. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited 

encourages its employees by offering yearly bonuses along with rewarding staff for the highest work performance.

Currently, our institutional activities are being managed under the supervision of 7 departments -

Human Resource Department

Administrative department 

Digital Marketing Department

learners Relation Management Department

Faculty Department

Networking and Hardware Department 

Management Department

The senior officials of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Management Department are comprised of a 

chairperson,Managing Director, Director, chief executive officer,. In order to achieve institutional goals and 

objectives, this department is engaged in forecasting future success and failure, setting plans, making decisions, 

giving orders to coordinate between departments, and also setting organizational policy, procedures, and rules.

Administrative Department

To ensure institutional development, financial stability, and profitability through institutional communication 

between management and administrative department, formation of annual budget, human resources development, 

calculating statutory and movable assets, detecting depreciation, calculating salary allowances and bonus, 

calculating annual profit, and making a statement of funding. 

Digital Marketing Department

The promotion and marketing systems of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited are local and online-based. This 

department includes - Local and international market reviewing and analyzing, as part of the campaign using all kinds 

of regular media and digital media platforms, online-based campaigns, and determining the financial budget for 

conducting marketing and promotional activities.

Customer Relation Management Department

Under this department, formalities related to Customet , clients,  learnerss in the section of training and admission 

process, implementation of related training rules and policies, supervision, and controlling the quality of training 

programs and its method are done in a routine basis. All the facilities and interests of the learnerss and related to 

training are being supervised by this department.

Trainers Department

Expert trainers and mentors will be available to provide full guidance outside the classroom as well as additional 

support to trainees if any class lessons are left absent by trainees. Which is known as a review class facility. 

Networking and Hardware Department

This team is responsible for maintaining efficient networking and the mechanical problem of all in-house machinery 

hardware that ensures uninterrupted internet and machinery facilities in all computer labs.

Our Quality Training Programs 

In the time of creating syllabus of courses, Technsystems Solutions BD Limited considered the most demandable 

professional courses that are currently in demand both in local and international platforms. Our aim is to make our 

learnerss capable enough to get jobs in the local and international job marketplace. We did research on which 

subjects from the IT sector, are most demandable in the global platform, along with the potentiality to earn after 

learning these courses, and related future as a career in both local and the global job market. At the same time, we 

have also analyzed the most demandable IT courses to be chosen right now and their potentiality as IT courses in next 

coming years.

Web development

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5 & CSS3, 

Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySQL, Model View Controller (MVC), Laravel (Basic), and finally, a 

project have to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and assistance will be given practically regarding the 

freelancing profession and marketplaces. 

Web design

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5, CSS3, 

Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD to HTML, Basic PHP & 

MySQL, WordPress theme customization, and finally a project has to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and 

assistance will be given practically regarding the freelancing profession and marketplaces.

Graphic design (Short Course )

Under our professional graphic design course, we start teaching learnerss from the very basic level. Each learners will 

learn how to work in a live marketplace through complete projects, such as Logo design, Business card design, Flyer 

design, Brochure design, Web templates, all stationery design. The software will be taught in this course - Adobe 

Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, and Indesign.

Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and applications 

where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, professional blogging, forum, 

on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical assistance on how to work and make a 

career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for theoretical and 

practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes available classroom and mentors 

in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually offering to 

an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are very well known in 

Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international market as well.

Government projects
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On a weekly and monthly basis, meetings are held at Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, where the progress and 

failure of each project are discussed, decisions made for possible remedies, and needed actions to be taken. The 

purpose of these meetings is to find out the reasons for failure, to take advantage of any new system of action, and 

to implement it quickly.

The staff is responsible to report to the appropriate authority to ensure the gradual improvement of the quality of 

work, which creates accountability among the employees and each gets a clear vision of their responsibilities done, 

capabilities they possess, and deficits in works done, which will contribute to the professionalism of each employee’s 

career growth.

In Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, it is mandatory to give special emphasis on the completion of each project in 

time. Implementation of the plan during the scheduled time is essential for institutional success.

There is huge scope to learn and get trained for the relevant development related to the workers. One of the main 

attractions of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is a cordial brotherhood among the departments and workers, 

which is considered as one of the main reasons for institutional success. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited 

encourages its employees by offering yearly bonuses along with rewarding staff for the highest work performance.

Currently, our institutional activities are being managed under the supervision of 7 departments -

Human Resource Department

Administrative department 

Digital Marketing Department

learners Relation Management Department

Faculty Department

Networking and Hardware Department 

Management Department

The senior officials of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Management Department are comprised of a 

chairperson,Managing Director, Director, chief executive officer,. In order to achieve institutional goals and 

objectives, this department is engaged in forecasting future success and failure, setting plans, making decisions, 

giving orders to coordinate between departments, and also setting organizational policy, procedures, and rules.

Administrative Department

To ensure institutional development, financial stability, and profitability through institutional communication 

between management and administrative department, formation of annual budget, human resources development, 

calculating statutory and movable assets, detecting depreciation, calculating salary allowances and bonus, 

calculating annual profit, and making a statement of funding. 

Digital Marketing Department

The promotion and marketing systems of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited are local and online-based. This 

department includes - Local and international market reviewing and analyzing, as part of the campaign using all kinds 

of regular media and digital media platforms, online-based campaigns, and determining the financial budget for 

conducting marketing and promotional activities.

Customer Relation Management Department

Under this department, formalities related to Customet , clients,  learnerss in the section of training and admission 

process, implementation of related training rules and policies, supervision, and controlling the quality of training 

programs and its method are done in a routine basis. All the facilities and interests of the learnerss and related to 

training are being supervised by this department.

Trainers Department

Expert trainers and mentors will be available to provide full guidance outside the classroom as well as additional 

support to trainees if any class lessons are left absent by trainees. Which is known as a review class facility. 

Networking and Hardware Department

This team is responsible for maintaining efficient networking and the mechanical problem of all in-house machinery 

hardware that ensures uninterrupted internet and machinery facilities in all computer labs.

Our Quality Training Programs 

In the time of creating syllabus of courses, Technsystems Solutions BD Limited considered the most demandable 

professional courses that are currently in demand both in local and international platforms. Our aim is to make our 

learnerss capable enough to get jobs in the local and international job marketplace. We did research on which 

subjects from the IT sector, are most demandable in the global platform, along with the potentiality to earn after 

learning these courses, and related future as a career in both local and the global job market. At the same time, we 

have also analyzed the most demandable IT courses to be chosen right now and their potentiality as IT courses in next 

coming years.

Web development

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5 & CSS3, 

Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySQL, Model View Controller (MVC), Laravel (Basic), and finally, a 

project have to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and assistance will be given practically regarding the 

freelancing profession and marketplaces. 

Web design

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5, CSS3, 

Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD to HTML, Basic PHP & 

MySQL, WordPress theme customization, and finally a project has to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and 

assistance will be given practically regarding the freelancing profession and marketplaces.

Graphic design (Short Course )

Under our professional graphic design course, we start teaching learnerss from the very basic level. Each learners will 

learn how to work in a live marketplace through complete projects, such as Logo design, Business card design, Flyer 

design, Brochure design, Web templates, all stationery design. The software will be taught in this course - Adobe 

Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, and Indesign.

Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and applications 

where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, professional blogging, forum, 

on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical assistance on how to work and make a 

career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for theoretical and 

practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes available classroom and mentors 

in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually offering to 

an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are very well known in 

Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international market as well.

Government projects
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On a weekly and monthly basis, meetings are held at Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, where the progress and 

failure of each project are discussed, decisions made for possible remedies, and needed actions to be taken. The 

purpose of these meetings is to find out the reasons for failure, to take advantage of any new system of action, and 

to implement it quickly.

The staff is responsible to report to the appropriate authority to ensure the gradual improvement of the quality of 

work, which creates accountability among the employees and each gets a clear vision of their responsibilities done, 

capabilities they possess, and deficits in works done, which will contribute to the professionalism of each employee’s 

career growth.

In Technsystems Solutions BD Limited, it is mandatory to give special emphasis on the completion of each project in 

time. Implementation of the plan during the scheduled time is essential for institutional success.

There is huge scope to learn and get trained for the relevant development related to the workers. One of the main 

attractions of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is a cordial brotherhood among the departments and workers, 

which is considered as one of the main reasons for institutional success. Technsystems Solutions BD Limited 

encourages its employees by offering yearly bonuses along with rewarding staff for the highest work performance.

Currently, our institutional activities are being managed under the supervision of 7 departments -

Human Resource Department

Administrative department 

Digital Marketing Department

learners Relation Management Department

Faculty Department

Networking and Hardware Department 

Management Department

The senior officials of the Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Management Department are comprised of a 

chairperson,Managing Director, Director, chief executive officer,. In order to achieve institutional goals and 

objectives, this department is engaged in forecasting future success and failure, setting plans, making decisions, 

giving orders to coordinate between departments, and also setting organizational policy, procedures, and rules.

Administrative Department

To ensure institutional development, financial stability, and profitability through institutional communication 

between management and administrative department, formation of annual budget, human resources development, 

calculating statutory and movable assets, detecting depreciation, calculating salary allowances and bonus, 

calculating annual profit, and making a statement of funding. 

Digital Marketing Department

The promotion and marketing systems of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited are local and online-based. This 

department includes - Local and international market reviewing and analyzing, as part of the campaign using all kinds 

of regular media and digital media platforms, online-based campaigns, and determining the financial budget for 

conducting marketing and promotional activities.

Customer Relation Management Department

Under this department, formalities related to Customet , clients,  learnerss in the section of training and admission 

process, implementation of related training rules and policies, supervision, and controlling the quality of training 

programs and its method are done in a routine basis. All the facilities and interests of the learnerss and related to 

training are being supervised by this department.

Trainers Department

Expert trainers and mentors will be available to provide full guidance outside the classroom as well as additional 

support to trainees if any class lessons are left absent by trainees. Which is known as a review class facility. 

Networking and Hardware Department

This team is responsible for maintaining efficient networking and the mechanical problem of all in-house machinery 

hardware that ensures uninterrupted internet and machinery facilities in all computer labs.

Our Quality Training Programs 

In the time of creating syllabus of courses, Technsystems Solutions BD Limited considered the most demandable 

professional courses that are currently in demand both in local and international platforms. Our aim is to make our 

learnerss capable enough to get jobs in the local and international job marketplace. We did research on which 

subjects from the IT sector, are most demandable in the global platform, along with the potentiality to earn after 

learning these courses, and related future as a career in both local and the global job market. At the same time, we 

have also analyzed the most demandable IT courses to be chosen right now and their potentiality as IT courses in next 

coming years.

Web development

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5 & CSS3, 

Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySQL, Model View Controller (MVC), Laravel (Basic), and finally, a 

project have to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and assistance will be given practically regarding the 

freelancing profession and marketplaces. 

Web design

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering courses under the web development are following - HTML5, CSS3, 

Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD to HTML, Basic PHP & 

MySQL, WordPress theme customization, and finally a project has to be submitted. At the same time, guidelines and 

assistance will be given practically regarding the freelancing profession and marketplaces.

Graphic design (Short Course )

Under our professional graphic design course, we start teaching learnerss from the very basic level. Each learners will 

learn how to work in a live marketplace through complete projects, such as Logo design, Business card design, Flyer 

design, Brochure design, Web templates, all stationery design. The software will be taught in this course - Adobe 

Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, and Indesign.

Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work in a live 

marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and applications 

where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, professional blogging, forum, 

on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical assistance on how to work and make a 

career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for theoretical and 

practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes available classroom and mentors 

in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually offering to 

an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are very well known in 

Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international market as well.

Government projects
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Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and 

applications where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, 

professional blogging, forum, on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical 

assistance on how to work and make a career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

 

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for 

theoretical and practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes 

available classroom and mentors in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic 

door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually 

offering to an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are 

very well known in Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international 

market as well.

Government projects

 

We arrange full free training programs under government projects. Which is facilitating better and more 

professional training programs for underprivileged meritorious learnerss who are in need of financial aid 

as well as creating a huge medium of their employment.

 

Production House

 

The huge scope of freelance work at our own production house is offering a great future to become a 

successful freelancer, where a huge amount of people will get the scope to learn about the real 

marketplace experience, as well as by working under the supervision of the Industrial Expert which will 

allow them to get the opportunity to create a successful career. Which we consider a great break for each 

fresher. 

We believe Skills are freedom.

Our facilities

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited has always come forward to facilitate talented and hard-working 

learnerss. We believe that if they get the direction of a qualified mentor, every learners will be devoted to 

their work properly. We don’t consider our training method from a business perspective, we make sure 

that our training is beneficial for the individual's development.

Industry Expert Trainer

We have Industry Expert Trainers equivalent to a quality standard, who proved their expertise in the 

respective fields as well as respective work areas with higher certification as evidence of their strong 

academic and work-life skills. Our respected trainers had been engaged in self-employment for a long 

time after completing professional training in their respective fields along with academic higher 

education.

IT Courses

We make each of our course modules in light of t practical aspects and timely new topics and information 

get added time to time basis. Each course module is prepared for the purpose of providing information 

based on basic knowledge and professional knowledge.

Internship and Scholarship 

The Technsystems Solutions BD Limited provides full free scholarship facilities occasionally to facilitate 

meritorious deserving learnerss and provide practical work experience named as an internship program. 

Which is offered rarely in many other leading IT training institutions at this time. We ensure full dedication 

from learnerss’ in-class lessons and improve continuously.  So that each learners can apply the lessons 

learned in the training period, at the time of practical work. 

Learning through projects

We conduct each training program with the help of a significant project, where a learners gets the 

opportunity to gain practical work experience in real marketplaces. Which will play an important role in the 

development of their professionalism and prepare them for future workplaces.

Advanced Training Environment & Equipment

Since we provide training on professional courses, it is mandatory to complete each batch with one live 

project submitted at the end of the course. We offer practical classes included in each course through 

professional tools. For example, for teaching a Big Data course we are currently using a Java-based 

framework called "Headop".

 

Marketplace Guideline

One of the most important features of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing full guidelines and 

assistance in the marketplace. From offering individuals direct assistance to teach about how to make 

work in the marketplace, how to deal with the clients. So that each of our trainees becomes prepared 

enough to go for a freelancing or office-based job. 

Job Placement

We are linked with so many local and international organizations. Where is there any need for human 

resource placement we get top priority?

Industrial attachment training program 

For the learnerss of Polytechnic Institutions, it is mandatory to conduct 90 days of industrial attachment 

training, in order to complete four years of diplomas in the engineering program successfully. 

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is currently offering industrial attachment training for learnerss who 

are about to complete diploma in engineering from various government and private polytechnic 

institutions in Bangladesh. After completion of the 1st to 7th semester, learnerss of the 8th semester 

from polytechnic institutions have to go through an industry-oriented internship program outside the 

campus, related to the subject they studied in. When learnerss get the chance to gain the experience of 

working in a real workplace and there they can apply the achieved theoretical learnings by turning them 

into practical work, it is called industrial attachment training. 

Industrial Attachment Training 

Industrial Attachment Training allows a learners to have respective industry-related work experience. 

Through this training, a learners gets the practical experience of working in the industry. With experience 

gained through Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Industrial Attachment Training program, a learners 

will be able to prove himself as a skilled worker in the competitive market. After getting out as a free, a 

learners become faces lots of challenges to get a chance to gain real-life work experience. In such a 

situation, no company wants to give the job to a newcomer, even if the newcomer gets the chance to get 

training under industrial attachment program, it is quite obvious they get the certification but the dream 

to achieve the practical job experience remain as a dream. 

In this regard, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering 

attractive possibilities for learnerss of polytechnic institutions. We are currently giving Industrial 

Attachment Training facility on IT courses under the supervision of the experienced skilled and 

experienced trainers, where the learnerss will work on various projects and based on the quality of their 

performance learnerss skills will be evaluated and certification will be provided.

Currently, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing 

Industrial Attachment Training Program on three subjects and there will be added few more to the list 

later -

Web Development 

HTML5 and CSS3, Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySql, Model View Controller (MVC), 

Laravel Basic will be taught in professional web development and all the formalities including how to apply 

for a job in the industry and the presentation and interview board-related topics will be highlighted.

Responsive Web Design  & Theme Development

HTML 5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD 

to HTML, Basic PHP & MySql, WordPress theme customization,

Advanced Graphic Design 

Our course is designed for those who know nothing about it. We start from the very beginning and end 

with professional, market-oriented training.
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Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and 

applications where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, 

professional blogging, forum, on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical 

assistance on how to work and make a career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

 

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for 

theoretical and practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes 

available classroom and mentors in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic 

door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually 

offering to an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are 

very well known in Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international 

market as well.

Government projects

 

We arrange full free training programs under government projects. Which is facilitating better and more 

professional training programs for underprivileged meritorious learnerss who are in need of financial aid 

as well as creating a huge medium of their employment.

 

Production House

 

The huge scope of freelance work at our own production house is offering a great future to become a 

successful freelancer, where a huge amount of people will get the scope to learn about the real 

marketplace experience, as well as by working under the supervision of the Industrial Expert which will 

allow them to get the opportunity to create a successful career. Which we consider a great break for each 

fresher. 

We believe Skills are freedom.

Our facilities

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited has always come forward to facilitate talented and hard-working 

learnerss. We believe that if they get the direction of a qualified mentor, every learners will be devoted to 

their work properly. We don’t consider our training method from a business perspective, we make sure 

that our training is beneficial for the individual's development.

Industry Expert Trainer

We have Industry Expert Trainers equivalent to a quality standard, who proved their expertise in the 

respective fields as well as respective work areas with higher certification as evidence of their strong 

academic and work-life skills. Our respected trainers had been engaged in self-employment for a long 

time after completing professional training in their respective fields along with academic higher 

education.

IT Courses

We make each of our course modules in light of t practical aspects and timely new topics and information 

get added time to time basis. Each course module is prepared for the purpose of providing information 

based on basic knowledge and professional knowledge.

Internship and Scholarship 

The Technsystems Solutions BD Limited provides full free scholarship facilities occasionally to facilitate 

meritorious deserving learnerss and provide practical work experience named as an internship program. 

Which is offered rarely in many other leading IT training institutions at this time. We ensure full dedication 

from learnerss’ in-class lessons and improve continuously.  So that each learners can apply the lessons 

learned in the training period, at the time of practical work. 

Learning through projects

We conduct each training program with the help of a significant project, where a learners gets the 

opportunity to gain practical work experience in real marketplaces. Which will play an important role in the 

development of their professionalism and prepare them for future workplaces.

Advanced Training Environment & Equipment

Since we provide training on professional courses, it is mandatory to complete each batch with one live 

project submitted at the end of the course. We offer practical classes included in each course through 

professional tools. For example, for teaching a Big Data course we are currently using a Java-based 

framework called "Headop".

 

Marketplace Guideline

One of the most important features of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing full guidelines and 

assistance in the marketplace. From offering individuals direct assistance to teach about how to make 

work in the marketplace, how to deal with the clients. So that each of our trainees becomes prepared 

enough to go for a freelancing or office-based job. 

Job Placement

We are linked with so many local and international organizations. Where is there any need for human 

resource placement we get top priority?

Industrial attachment training program 

For the learnerss of Polytechnic Institutions, it is mandatory to conduct 90 days of industrial attachment 

training, in order to complete four years of diplomas in the engineering program successfully. 

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is currently offering industrial attachment training for learnerss who 

are about to complete diploma in engineering from various government and private polytechnic 

institutions in Bangladesh. After completion of the 1st to 7th semester, learnerss of the 8th semester 

from polytechnic institutions have to go through an industry-oriented internship program outside the 

campus, related to the subject they studied in. When learnerss get the chance to gain the experience of 

working in a real workplace and there they can apply the achieved theoretical learnings by turning them 

into practical work, it is called industrial attachment training. 

Industrial Attachment Training 

Industrial Attachment Training allows a learners to have respective industry-related work experience. 

Through this training, a learners gets the practical experience of working in the industry. With experience 

gained through Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Industrial Attachment Training program, a learners 

will be able to prove himself as a skilled worker in the competitive market. After getting out as a free, a 

learners become faces lots of challenges to get a chance to gain real-life work experience. In such a 

situation, no company wants to give the job to a newcomer, even if the newcomer gets the chance to get 

training under industrial attachment program, it is quite obvious they get the certification but the dream 

to achieve the practical job experience remain as a dream. 

In this regard, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering 

attractive possibilities for learnerss of polytechnic institutions. We are currently giving Industrial 

Attachment Training facility on IT courses under the supervision of the experienced skilled and 

experienced trainers, where the learnerss will work on various projects and based on the quality of their 

performance learnerss skills will be evaluated and certification will be provided.

Currently, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing 

Industrial Attachment Training Program on three subjects and there will be added few more to the list 

later -

Web Development 

HTML5 and CSS3, Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySql, Model View Controller (MVC), 

Laravel Basic will be taught in professional web development and all the formalities including how to apply 

for a job in the industry and the presentation and interview board-related topics will be highlighted.

Responsive Web Design  & Theme Development

HTML 5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD 

to HTML, Basic PHP & MySql, WordPress theme customization,

Advanced Graphic Design 

Our course is designed for those who know nothing about it. We start from the very beginning and end 

with professional, market-oriented training.
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Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and 

applications where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, 

professional blogging, forum, on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical 

assistance on how to work and make a career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

 

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for 

theoretical and practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes 

available classroom and mentors in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic 

door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually 

offering to an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are 

very well known in Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international 

market as well.

Government projects

 

We arrange full free training programs under government projects. Which is facilitating better and more 

professional training programs for underprivileged meritorious learnerss who are in need of financial aid 

as well as creating a huge medium of their employment.

 

Production House

 

The huge scope of freelance work at our own production house is offering a great future to become a 

successful freelancer, where a huge amount of people will get the scope to learn about the real 

marketplace experience, as well as by working under the supervision of the Industrial Expert which will 

allow them to get the opportunity to create a successful career. Which we consider a great break for each 

fresher. 

We believe Skills are freedom.

Our facilities

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited has always come forward to facilitate talented and hard-working 

learnerss. We believe that if they get the direction of a qualified mentor, every learners will be devoted to 

their work properly. We don’t consider our training method from a business perspective, we make sure 

that our training is beneficial for the individual's development.

Industry Expert Trainer

We have Industry Expert Trainers equivalent to a quality standard, who proved their expertise in the 

respective fields as well as respective work areas with higher certification as evidence of their strong 

academic and work-life skills. Our respected trainers had been engaged in self-employment for a long 

time after completing professional training in their respective fields along with academic higher 

education.

IT Courses

We make each of our course modules in light of t practical aspects and timely new topics and information 

get added time to time basis. Each course module is prepared for the purpose of providing information 

based on basic knowledge and professional knowledge.

Internship and Scholarship 

The Technsystems Solutions BD Limited provides full free scholarship facilities occasionally to facilitate 

meritorious deserving learnerss and provide practical work experience named as an internship program. 

Which is offered rarely in many other leading IT training institutions at this time. We ensure full dedication 

from learnerss’ in-class lessons and improve continuously.  So that each learners can apply the lessons 

learned in the training period, at the time of practical work. 

Learning through projects

We conduct each training program with the help of a significant project, where a learners gets the 

opportunity to gain practical work experience in real marketplaces. Which will play an important role in the 

development of their professionalism and prepare them for future workplaces.

Advanced Training Environment & Equipment

Since we provide training on professional courses, it is mandatory to complete each batch with one live 

project submitted at the end of the course. We offer practical classes included in each course through 

professional tools. For example, for teaching a Big Data course we are currently using a Java-based 

framework called "Headop".

 

Marketplace Guideline

One of the most important features of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing full guidelines and 

assistance in the marketplace. From offering individuals direct assistance to teach about how to make 

work in the marketplace, how to deal with the clients. So that each of our trainees becomes prepared 

enough to go for a freelancing or office-based job. 

Job Placement

We are linked with so many local and international organizations. Where is there any need for human 

resource placement we get top priority?

Industrial attachment training program 

For the learnerss of Polytechnic Institutions, it is mandatory to conduct 90 days of industrial attachment 

training, in order to complete four years of diplomas in the engineering program successfully. 

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is currently offering industrial attachment training for learnerss who 

are about to complete diploma in engineering from various government and private polytechnic 

institutions in Bangladesh. After completion of the 1st to 7th semester, learnerss of the 8th semester 

from polytechnic institutions have to go through an industry-oriented internship program outside the 

campus, related to the subject they studied in. When learnerss get the chance to gain the experience of 

working in a real workplace and there they can apply the achieved theoretical learnings by turning them 

into practical work, it is called industrial attachment training. 

Industrial Attachment Training 

Industrial Attachment Training allows a learners to have respective industry-related work experience. 

Through this training, a learners gets the practical experience of working in the industry. With experience 

gained through Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Industrial Attachment Training program, a learners 

will be able to prove himself as a skilled worker in the competitive market. After getting out as a free, a 

learners become faces lots of challenges to get a chance to gain real-life work experience. In such a 

situation, no company wants to give the job to a newcomer, even if the newcomer gets the chance to get 

training under industrial attachment program, it is quite obvious they get the certification but the dream 

to achieve the practical job experience remain as a dream. 

In this regard, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering 

attractive possibilities for learnerss of polytechnic institutions. We are currently giving Industrial 

Attachment Training facility on IT courses under the supervision of the experienced skilled and 

experienced trainers, where the learnerss will work on various projects and based on the quality of their 

performance learnerss skills will be evaluated and certification will be provided.

Currently, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing 

Industrial Attachment Training Program on three subjects and there will be added few more to the list 

later -

Web Development 

HTML5 and CSS3, Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySql, Model View Controller (MVC), 

Laravel Basic will be taught in professional web development and all the formalities including how to apply 

for a job in the industry and the presentation and interview board-related topics will be highlighted.

Responsive Web Design  & Theme Development

HTML 5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD 

to HTML, Basic PHP & MySql, WordPress theme customization,

Advanced Graphic Design 

Our course is designed for those who know nothing about it. We start from the very beginning and end 

with professional, market-oriented training.
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Video Editing (Short Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

3D Modeling (Basic Course )

Under our professional we start teaching from the very basic level. Each learners will learn how to work 

in a live marketplace through complete projects

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

In advanced SEO course, learnerss will get expert training from basics of SEO to the business needs and 

applications where one can learn about search engine, keyword research, content, backlinking, 

professional blogging, forum, on-page, and off-page optimization, to give expert guidelines and practical 

assistance on how to work and make a career on Google Analytics, freelancing, and marketplace.  

Highly configured Computer classroom facility

 

We have well-equipped classes including - multimedia projectors, separate Computer classrooms for 

theoretical and practical class purposes, full-time high-speed internet access, for practice purposes 

available classroom and mentors in need, completely smoking free lab, air-conditioned and automatic 

door lock system will ensure full safety.

 

Professional Course 

 

We have put together all courses in our training, keeping in mind what global marketplaces are actually 

offering to an expert freelancer. In our professional courses, we have introduced some subjects which are 

very well known in Bangladesh and at the same time whose demand is extensive in the international 

market as well.

Government projects

 

We arrange full free training programs under government projects. Which is facilitating better and more 

professional training programs for underprivileged meritorious learnerss who are in need of financial aid 

as well as creating a huge medium of their employment.

 

Production House

 

The huge scope of freelance work at our own production house is offering a great future to become a 

successful freelancer, where a huge amount of people will get the scope to learn about the real 

marketplace experience, as well as by working under the supervision of the Industrial Expert which will 

allow them to get the opportunity to create a successful career. Which we consider a great break for each 

fresher. 

We believe Skills are freedom.

Our facilities

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited has always come forward to facilitate talented and hard-working 

learnerss. We believe that if they get the direction of a qualified mentor, every learners will be devoted to 

their work properly. We don’t consider our training method from a business perspective, we make sure 

that our training is beneficial for the individual's development.

Industry Expert Trainer

We have Industry Expert Trainers equivalent to a quality standard, who proved their expertise in the 

respective fields as well as respective work areas with higher certification as evidence of their strong 

academic and work-life skills. Our respected trainers had been engaged in self-employment for a long 

time after completing professional training in their respective fields along with academic higher 

education.

IT Courses

We make each of our course modules in light of t practical aspects and timely new topics and information 

get added time to time basis. Each course module is prepared for the purpose of providing information 

based on basic knowledge and professional knowledge.

Internship and Scholarship 

The Technsystems Solutions BD Limited provides full free scholarship facilities occasionally to facilitate 

meritorious deserving learnerss and provide practical work experience named as an internship program. 

Which is offered rarely in many other leading IT training institutions at this time. We ensure full dedication 

from learnerss’ in-class lessons and improve continuously.  So that each learners can apply the lessons 

learned in the training period, at the time of practical work. 

Learning through projects

We conduct each training program with the help of a significant project, where a learners gets the 

opportunity to gain practical work experience in real marketplaces. Which will play an important role in the 

development of their professionalism and prepare them for future workplaces.

Advanced Training Environment & Equipment

Since we provide training on professional courses, it is mandatory to complete each batch with one live 

project submitted at the end of the course. We offer practical classes included in each course through 

professional tools. For example, for teaching a Big Data course we are currently using a Java-based 

framework called "Headop".

 

Marketplace Guideline

One of the most important features of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing full guidelines and 

assistance in the marketplace. From offering individuals direct assistance to teach about how to make 

work in the marketplace, how to deal with the clients. So that each of our trainees becomes prepared 

enough to go for a freelancing or office-based job. 

Job Placement

We are linked with so many local and international organizations. Where is there any need for human 

resource placement we get top priority?

Industrial attachment training program 

For the learnerss of Polytechnic Institutions, it is mandatory to conduct 90 days of industrial attachment 

training, in order to complete four years of diplomas in the engineering program successfully. 

Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is currently offering industrial attachment training for learnerss who 

are about to complete diploma in engineering from various government and private polytechnic 

institutions in Bangladesh. After completion of the 1st to 7th semester, learnerss of the 8th semester 

from polytechnic institutions have to go through an industry-oriented internship program outside the 

campus, related to the subject they studied in. When learnerss get the chance to gain the experience of 

working in a real workplace and there they can apply the achieved theoretical learnings by turning them 

into practical work, it is called industrial attachment training. 

Industrial Attachment Training 

Industrial Attachment Training allows a learners to have respective industry-related work experience. 

Through this training, a learners gets the practical experience of working in the industry. With experience 

gained through Technsystems Solutions BD Limited's Industrial Attachment Training program, a learners 

will be able to prove himself as a skilled worker in the competitive market. After getting out as a free, a 

learners become faces lots of challenges to get a chance to gain real-life work experience. In such a 

situation, no company wants to give the job to a newcomer, even if the newcomer gets the chance to get 

training under industrial attachment program, it is quite obvious they get the certification but the dream 

to achieve the practical job experience remain as a dream. 

In this regard, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is offering 

attractive possibilities for learnerss of polytechnic institutions. We are currently giving Industrial 

Attachment Training facility on IT courses under the supervision of the experienced skilled and 

experienced trainers, where the learnerss will work on various projects and based on the quality of their 

performance learnerss skills will be evaluated and certification will be provided.

Currently, Tech & systems IT Institute concern of  Technsystems Solutions BD Limited is providing 

Industrial Attachment Training Program on three subjects and there will be added few more to the list 

later -

Web Development 

HTML5 and CSS3, Javascript, JQuery, PHP, Object Oriented PHP, MySql, Model View Controller (MVC), 

Laravel Basic will be taught in professional web development and all the formalities including how to apply 

for a job in the industry and the presentation and interview board-related topics will be highlighted.

Responsive Web Design  & Theme Development

HTML 5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3 Framework, Responsive Web Design, Javascript, Animation with JQuery, PSD 

to HTML, Basic PHP & MySql, WordPress theme customization,

Advanced Graphic Design 

Our course is designed for those who know nothing about it. We start from the very beginning and end 

with professional, market-oriented training.
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